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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a linear algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k and 
let (H,A:H+H@H, S:H-+H,E:H+~), @=Ok, betheHopfalgebra 
of all regular functions on G. It is well known that a rational G-module 
(= rational representation of G) is nothing else then an H-comodule, i.e., a 
vector space V together with a linear map cp: V+ V@ H such that 
(idV@E)ocpzidV and (~@id,,)o~=(idv@A)o~ (the left action of G on 
V is then given by the formula g.v=(id,,@g)ocp(v), DE V, geG). 
Moreover, if cp: V+ V@ H is such an H-comodule, then the subspace of 
invariants V’={VEV; g*u=u, gEG} is equal to {uEV, cp(v)=v@l}, 
see, for example, [3]. An action of the group G on a k-algebra A is a 
morphism of k-algebras D: A -+ A 0 H which makes A as a vector space an 
H-comodule. 
Now let F=(F,(X, Y) ,..., FJX, Y)), X=(X, ,..., X,), Y= (Y, ,..., Y,,), be 
an n-dimensional formal group over an arbitrary field (denote it also by k). 
Taking into account the above observations we introduce in this paper the 
following basic definitions: An F-module is a vector space V together with 
a linear map rp: V+ V@k[m =@, V@(k[Xj/(X)*) such that 
(id,,@)E’)ocp=idV and (cp@id,,,,)ocp= (id.&p)ocp, where p: k[XJ + 
k[X, YJ and E”: k[XJ + k are morphisms of k-algebras defined by &Xi) = 
Fi(X, Y), E”(Xi)=O, i= l,..., n. If cp: V + V& k[fl is an F-module, then v E V 
is called an invariant in V if cp(v) = v 6 1. The subspace of all invariants in 
V will be denoted by VF. An action of the formal group F on a k-algebra A 
is a morphism of k-algebras D: A + A @ k[Xq such that A as a vector 
space together with D is an F-module. In such a situation AF is clearly a 
subalgebra of A. Since every F-module structure on the vector space V 
induces in a natural manner an F-module structure on the dual vector 
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space V* and next an action of F on the symmetric k-algebra S( V*), we 
may also carry over to formal groups the Springer definition of a reductive 
(linearly reductive) linear algebraic group (see [S] ). Namely, the formal 
group F is called reductive (linearly reductive) if for any finite-dimensional 
F-module V and 0 # v E VF there exists an f E S( V*)F (f E (V*)“) such that 
f(O)=0 and f(o)#O. 
An interesting feature of the above definitions consists in the following. 
Suppose that the linear algebraic group G (mentioned at the beginning) is 
connected and that F, is the formal group attached to G (see Example 2.7). 
Then each rational G-module structure on a vector W (an action of G on a 
k-algebra A) induces an F,-module structure on W (an action of Fo on A) 
in such a way that IP= WFG (AC =AFG). Furthermore, if char(k) =0 and 
G is semisimple, then Fo is linearly reductive. If char(k) = p > 0, then FG is 
linearly reductive, when G is. The latter means that in positive charac- 
teristic the multiplicative formal group X+ Y + XY is linearly reductive. 
Our main objective in the present paper is a study of invariants of 
linearly reductive formal group actions. Similarly as in the case of linearly 
reductive linear algebraic groups an essential use is made of the notion of a 
Reynolds operator. 
After preliminaries in Section 1, it is proved in Section 2 that given a for- 
mal group F, the category of F-modules (with appropriate morphisms) is 
isomorphic to the category of all ordinary left unitary modules over some 
ring U(F). As a corollary from this theorem one gets that in the category of 
F-modules there exist limits of arbitrary inverse systems (which is not true 
in the category of rational linear representations of a linear algebraic 
group). In Section 2 it is shown also that the category of F-modules is 
isomorphic to the category of all linear representations of the Lie algebra 
of the formal group F, whenever char(k) =O. Assuming the linear reduc- 
tivity of F we construct in Section 3 a Reynolds operator on a certain 
category (denoted by PC(F)) which contains the category of all prolinite 
F-modules, i.e., topological F-modules of the form Lim( V,, i,,,,}, where 
{ I’,, i,,,,} is an inverse system of finite-dimensional, F-modules with the dis- 
crete topology. Next we define a notion of a PC(F)-algebra. The main 
result of the paper is 
THEOREM (3.16). Zf F is a linearly reductive formal group and A is a 
noetherian PC(F)-algebra, then AF is also a noetherian PC(F)-algebra. 
Applying this theorem one can prove, for instance, the following 
COROLLARY. Suppose that the linearly reductive formal group F acts on 
the k-algebra R = k[X, ,..., X,] such that m = (X, ,..., X3) is an F-submodule 
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in R. Then RF is a complete local noetherian ring with the maximal ideal 
mF=mnRF. 
All rings in the paper are assumed to be commutative. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper k denotes a field which will serve as ground field 
for all vector spaces, formal groups, Lie algebras, and algebras under con- 
sideration. If A is a ring, then A[7’J will denote the ring of formal power 
series in the indeterminates T over A. As usual N stands for the set of all 
non-negative integers. By an n-dimensional formal group (1 < n E N ) we 
mean a sequence F(X, Y) = (F,(X, Y),..., F,(X, Y)) of power series from 
the ring k[X, YJ, where X= (Xi ,..., X,), Y= (Yi ,..., Y,), satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) F(X,O)=X, F(0, Y)= Y, 
(2) mx n 2) = w, F( K a) 
(see [S, 71). Two important examples are the n-dimensional additive for- 
mal group F, = X+ Y = (X, + Y, ,..., X, + Y,) and the n-dimensional mul- 
tiplicative formal group F, = X+ Y + XY = (X, + Y1 + X1 Y, ,..., X,, + Y,, + 
X, Y,). It is well known that given an n-dimensional formal group F(X, Y) 
there is a unique sequence SF(x) = (S,(X),..., S,(X)), S,(X) E k[XJ, such 
that S,(O) = 0 and F(SAX), X) = 0 = F(X, SAX)) (SAX) corresponds to 
the inverse operation in an ordinary group). One easily proves that 
F(S&Q Sd Y)) = SAF( Y, X)) (which corresponds to the equality 
(ah)-’ = b-‘a-’ in an ordinary group). The sequences F(X, Y) and SAX) 
allow one to define the morphisms of k-algebras p: k[Xj -+ k[X, yD and 
3,: MXll + M-VI g’ iven by F(Xi) = Fi(X, Y), SAX,) = SJ.2’) for i = l,..., n. 
We shall use these morphisms in the sequel. 
If I/ is a vector space, then V[Xg will denote the vector space of formal 
power series in the indeterminates X with the coefficients in P’, i.e., Vl[Xg = 
L&J I/Ok (k[Xj/(X)“‘)). Similarly as in the case of formal power series 
over a ring we write the elements of V[Xg as the formal series C, E N” V, x”, 
where u E V and X” = X:1 . . . X; for c( = (~1, ,..., a, ). The space Y will be 
viewed is the subspace of F’[Xq consisting of all series x u,X” such that 
u, = 0 for a # 0. Moreover, we will identify the vector spaces V[XJ [ yD and 
V[X, Y’J. Iff: k[Xq + k[llq is a morphism of k-algebras, then fy: V[XJ --f 
V[ZJ will denote the linear map defined by the formula fV(C voLxET) = 
C u,f(X*). Since f(X,) have zero constant terms, the map fv is correctly 
defined. In particular, the morphism E: k[Xj + k, z(g) = g(O), gives the 
linear map E v: V[Xj + V sending C u,X” to uO. Analogously, if h: V + W is 
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a linear map of vector spaces, then h,: V[X’J + W[Xq will be the linear 
map given by h,(C uJ) = C h(u,) X”. For vector spaces V and W we 
denote by Hom,( I’, W) the vector space of all linear maps from V to W. If 
a = (al,..., a,) E N”, then the sum a1 + .I* +cr, will be denoted by Ial. 
Finally, let us distinguish in the set IV the elements S(l),..., 6(n), where 
6(i) = (0 ,..., 1,0 ,..., 0) with 1 in the ith position. 
2. LINEAR REPRFSENTATIONS OF FORMAL GROUPS 
In this section F denotes an n-dimensional formal group and X, Y stand 
for (X1 ,..., X,), (Y, ,..., Y,), respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A linear representation of the formal group F (for 
short an F-module) is a vector space V together with a linear map cp: V-r 
V[cXg such that the following diagrams are commutative: 
A subspace I/’ of an F-module V is called a submodule of V if cp( V’) c 
V’[XJ c V[Xq. If v’ is a submodule of V, then the quotient F-module V/V’ 
is defined to be the linear space V/V’ together with the linear map 
cp: v/v + V[xg/V[xg = vpqiq induced by the structural map 
cp: v-t V[xg. 
A morphism from an F-module V to an F-module W is a linear map 
f: V + W such that the diagram 
commutes. 
Observe that each vector space V provided with the linear map 
cp: V--t V[XJ, q(o) = u, u E V, is an F-module. Such F-modules are called 
trivial. 
DEFINITION 2.2. If cp: V + V[a is an F-module, then u E V is called an 
invariant in V, when q(u) = u. The subspace of all invariants in V will be 
denoted by VF. 
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Notice that VP is a trivial submodule in V. Iff: V-P W is a morphism of 
F-modules, then clearly f( VF) c WF. So, f induces a morphism of trivial 
F-modules f F: VF + WF. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let A be a k-algebra. An action of the formal group F 
on A is a morphism of k-algebras D: A + A[X’j which makes A, as a vector 
space, an F-module. 
It is obvious that given an action of F on a k-algebra A the subspace AF 
is a subalgebra in A. 
Now we reformulate the above definitions making use of the fact that a 
linear map cp: V + V[XJ is nothing else than a family of linear maps 
{(Pi: V + V; a E f+P}, where q(u) = C, cp,(u) P for u E V. For that purpose 
let us recall 
DEFINITION 2.4. Suppose A is a k-algebra. An infinite n-higher 
derivation in A is a set of linear maps D = {Da: A + A; a E N”} such that 
Do = id, and D,(ab) = C, + 8= y o,(a) DB(b) for a, b E A and a, /I, y E t+J”. An 
infinite n-higher derivation D = (D,} is called iterative if D, 0 D, = 
(a, B) &+B for a, /I E N”, where (a, 8) = (a + /?)!/a! fi! and 6! = 6,! ... 6,! for 
6 = (6 ,,..., 6,). 
Let Cc,p,y, a, B, Y E N”, be the elements of the field k determined by the 
equality 
with y = (yi ,..., y,J. Now Definitions 2.1-2.3 may be read as follows: 
An F-module is a vector space V together with a set of linear maps 
{cpE: V+V, aEN”} such that qo=id, and cp,~(~~=~~C~,~,~(p~ for 
a, J? E N” (given a, /I, C,,, = 0 for almost all y). 
A subspace V’ of an F-module {cp,: V+ V} is a submodule of V if 
cp,( V’) c V’ for all a. If V’ is a submodule of an F-module {cp,: V + V}, 
then the quotient F-module V/V’ is the vector space V/V’ together with the 
set {Cplz: V/V’+ V/V’} where Cp,(o+ V’)= cpJo)+ V’. 
A morphism of F-modules {cp,‘: V+ V}, {cp,“: W + W} is a linear map 
f:V+Wsuchthatf~cp,V=cp,W~fforeacha~FU”. 
If { cpoI: V+ V} is an F-module, then u E V is an invariant in V when 
q,(u) = 0 for a # 0. 
An action of F on a k-algebra A is an infinite n-higher derivation in A 
which makes A as a vector space an F-module. 
In what follows we use both the original definitions and their refor- 
mulations given above. 
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EXAMPLE 2.5. If F= I;,=X+ Y, then Ccr,B,y= (a, j.?), when a+fl=r, 
and 0 otherwise. Therefore, an F,-module is a set of linear maps 
{cp,: V-V, aEN”} such that qo=idy and cp,o(ps=(a,j?)(pc(+B for 
a, j? E IV’. If (cp,: V+ V} is an F,-module and char(k) = 0, then rp, = cp;’ + ** 
(pz/a!, where (pi = qacij and vi0 qj = ‘pi 0 (pi for i, j= l,..., n. SO, in charac- 
teristic 0 an F,-module is a vector space V together with a sequence of 
commuting endomorphisms cp 1 ,..., (P,, . An action of F, on a k-algebra A is 
simply an iterative infinite n-higher derivation in A. In the case when 
char(k) = 0 such an action is given by a sequence D, ,..., D, of commuting 
k-derivations in A. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. If F=F,=X+ Y+XY, then C,,,=(;)(,+;-,), where 
(~)=~!/(v!(CL-v)!)for~,vE~“,Withtheconventionthat(~)=O=(,6,)if 
v 4 p (v < ~1 *vi < pi for all i). Hence an F,-module is a set of linear maps 
{cp,: V+ V} such that qo=id, and cp,lo~a=CY(~)(or+;;~y)~y. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Linear representations of formal groups arise naturally in 
the following situation. Suppose that the field k is algebraically closed and 
G is a connected, n-dimensional, linear algebraic group over k. Moreover, 
suppose k[G] is the Hopf algebra of all regular functions on G and m is 
the maximal ideal in k[G] corresponding to the neutral element e E G. 
Then one knows that the completion kG] of the ring k[G] in the m-adic 
topology is isomorphic to the k-algebra k[Xj, which implies that the struc- 
tural morphism A: k[G] + k[G x G] induces a morphism of k-algebras 
F: k[Xj + k[X, YJ (= G). Let FG= (F,(X, Y) ,..., F,(X, Y)), where 
Fi(X, Y) = F(‘cxJ, i = l,..., n. Then it is easy to see that FG is an n-dimen- 
sional formal group (in particular, I;, and F, are of the form F, for 
appropriate G). Furthermore, if V is a rational G-module, i.e., a linear 
representation of G, and cp’: V+ V@ k[G] (0 = Ok) is the corresponding 
linear map making V a k[G]-comodule, then one readily checks that V 
together with the composition 
(i: k[G] + k[G] is the natural inclusion) is an F,-module. Also iff: I/ -+ W 
is a morphism of rational G-modules, then f is a morphism of the 
corresponding F,-modules. An important observation is that in the above 
situation the space of invariants VG = {u E V, g * u = u, g E G} is equal to 
VFG. This results from the equality p = {u E V, cp’(u’) = u@ l}, which in 
turn is a consequence of the fact that k[G] is a k-algebra of linite type and 
that the algebraically closed field k is infinite, see, e.g., [3]. 
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If in the above example we take an action of G on a k-algebra A, instead 
of the rational G-module I’, then we get an action of the formal group FG 
on the k-algebra A. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Under the assumptions of Example 2.7 suppose 
p: 2 x G + Z is a (right) action of G on a k-variety Z. Then for each z E Z 
the morphism p induces a morphism of local rings pz: 0, z -+ OCr,ej,Zx G.
Let D,: 6z.z + &,e,,z x G be the morphism of completions ‘induced by ~1~ 
and let m, be the unique maximal ideal in O,,,. Since OCr,ej,ZxG is the 
localization of the ring O,,@ O,,, in the maximal ideal m, @ O,,, + 
Oz.z 8 m and &,, =k@] -k[Xg, then 6C,.j,.G=6,,[a. Thus we get 
a morphism D,: O,, + 6 r,z[XJ. It is not difhcult to prove that D, is an 
action of the formal group FG on the k-algebra 6,,2. 
Remark 2.9. If V is a linear representation of a linear algebraic group, 
then one knows that each element from V belongs to a finite-dimensional 
subrepresentation of V. This is not the case for linear representations of 
formal groups. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Suppose n = 1, F = X+ Y, and char(k) = 0. Moreover, 
let V be the vector space with the base {ei: i E fV > and let h: V --+ V be the 
linear map defined by the formula h(ei) = ei+ 1, i E fV. Then {(P” = h”/n!, 
n E N > is an F-module structure on V for which the unique submodule of I/ 
containing e0 is V itself. 
Now let F-Mod denote the category of all F-modules. We show below 
that the category F-Mod is isomorphic to the category of all unitary left 
U(F)-modules, where U(F) is a k-algebra defined as follows: As a vector 
space 
U(F) = {h E Hom,(k[XJ, k); 3 v h(Xa)=O) 
meN ‘ZEN” IOLI am 
and the multiplication in U(F) is given by 
(h .g)(x’) = 1 C,&Jw) Am 
4 
where h, g E U(F), for details see [S, Sect. 31. If cp: I/+ V[XJ is an 
F-module, then a simple computation proves that the operation h * u = 
cm rp,(u) 4X”), h E U(F), u E V, makes V a left unitary U(F)-module. 
Furthermore, if f is a morphism of F-modules, then f is a morphism of the 
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corresponding U(F)-modules. Conversely, if I/ is a left unitary U(F)- 
module and e,, a E N”, are elements of U(F) defined by 
e,(F) = 0 if a#y 
= 1 if a=y 
then the linear maps cp.: V-P V, cp,(u) = e; v, DE V, CLE W, make V an 
F-module. Iff is a morphism of left unitary U(F)-modules, then f is also a 
morphism of the corresponding F-modules. It is obvious that the functors 
we have defined establish an isomorphism of the category F-Mod and the 
category of all left unitary U(F)-modules. 
COROLLARY 2.11. (a) In the category F-Mod there exist arbitrary 
direct sums and direct products as well as direct limits and inverse limits. 
More precisely, if { Vs} is a set of F-modules with the structural maps 
q’“): I’, + V,[X’J, then the direct sum (direct product) of the vector spaces 
V= 0, V, (V= n, V,) together with the linear maps cpoI = 0, cpf): V+ V 
(cp, = ns cpr)), M E N”, is an F-module. The F-module V together with the 
natural injections V, + V (the natural projections V+ V,) is a direct sum 
(a direct product) of the F-modules { Vs} in the category F-Mod. Similarly, 
if { W,, il,,t} is a direct system (an inverse system) of F-modules with the 
structural maps cp (‘): W, --) W,[A”J, then the direct limit (the inverse limit) 
of the vector spaces W= Lim{ W,, j,.,,.} ( W= I.&{ W,, j,,,,}) together with 
74 the linear maps cprx =LA cp, (cp, = Lim cpr)), tl E tV, is an F-module. This 
F-module together with the naturalorphisms W, + W ( W+ W,) is a 
direct limit (an inverse limit) of the system { W,, j,,,,} in the category 
F-Mod. 
(b) If I: F-Mod + F-Mod is the functor of invariants, i.e., Z(V) = VP 
(with the trivial F-module structure), Z(f) = f ‘; then Z commutes with 
direct sums, direct products, and inverse limits. 
Now we recall the definition of the Lie algebra L(F) of the formal group 
F. As a vector space 
L(F) = {DE U(F): nbEkl[~ v D(ab)=D(a)-&(b)+&(a).D(b)}c U(F), 
where as before .s(C, t,P) = t,, for C t,X* E k[XJ. If D, D’ E L(F) and “a” 
is the multiplication in U(F), then by definition [D, D’] = D. D’ - D’ . D. 
One easily verifies that [D, D’] E L(F), whence L(F) equipped with [ , ] is 
a Lie algebra. If the formal group F is equal to FG for some connected 
linear algebraic group G, then directly from the definitions it follows that 
L(F) =L(G). Note that e,,..., e, with ei= esci) (for e,, see (2)) is a linear 
base of L(F). For an arbitrary Lie algebra L and an L-module W the sub- 
space {w E W; y * w = 0, y E L} will be denoted by WL. 
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Now let cp: I/+ V[XJ be an F-module and let ‘pL: L(F) + g1( V) be the 
linear map given by q,(D)(u) = D * u (= 1, q,(u) D(Y)), where DE L(F), 
u E I/. Since, as we mentioned above, “*“: U(F) x V+ V makes V a left 
U(F)-module, then clearly qr is an L(F)-module. Moreover, iff: V-+ W is 
a morphism of F-modules, then f is also a morphism of the corresponding 
L(F)-modules. Thus, we have defined a functor T: F-Mod + L(F)-Mod, 
where L(F)-Mod is the category of all L(F)-modules. 
THEOREM 2.12. If char(k) = 0, then the functor T is an isomorphism. 
The theorem is an immediate consequence of the following 
LEMMA 2.13. If char(k) = 0, then for every L( F)-module j: L(F) + gl( V) 
there exists a uniquely determined F-module structure cp: V + V[Xg on V 
such that T( V, cp) = ( V, j). Furthermore, if ‘pi = j(e,), i = l,..., n, then for each 
a = (al,..., a,) E N” 
Proof of the Lemma. Let j: L(F) + g1( V) be an L(F)-module and let 
E(F) denote the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra L(F). Then there 
exists exactly one left unitary E(F)-module structure on V such that its 
restriction to L(F) c E(F) is equal to j. Set D, = eo;l.. . e:/a! E E(F), a = 
(a 1,..., a,) E fV”. Then the P-B-W Theorem says that {Da; a E fV”> is a linear 
base of E(F). Moreover, in view of [S, pp. 32, 501 the map g: U(F) -+ E(F), 
g(e,) = D,, a E N”, is an isomorphism of k-algebras. Using g we can define 
on V a left unitary U(F)-module structure such that e, . u = g(e,) . u = D, . u 
for all UE V. Since Dor.u=j(e,)*‘o -.. ~j(eJ”/a!(u)=cp,(u), where (P= is 
given by (3), it follows that (V, cp = {cp,}) is an F-module such that 
T( V, cp) = (V, j). Suppose T( V, cp’) = (V, j) for some F-module (V, cp’) with 
cp’# cp. Again making use of the isomorphism g: U(F) + E(F) we may 
define on V an E(F)-module structure which is different from that given 
above and which restricted to L(F) gives j. But this is impossible, and so 
the lemma is proved. 
Let A be a k-algebra. By an action of a Lie algebra L on A we shall 
mean a map j: L + g/(A) such that A as a vector space is an L-module by 
means of j and j(y): A + A is a k-derivation for every y E L. When 
j: L + gl(A) is such an action, then obviously AL is a subalgebra of A. 
COROLLARY 2.14. Assume as above that char(k) = 0. Then we have: 
(a) Zf cp: V + V([l’J is an F-module and (pi = qaCi), i = l,..., n, then for 
each a=(a ,,..., a,)EN”, (~~=(~~1~~~cp~/a!. In particular, VF= (UE V: 
q,(u) = 0, i = l,..., n}. 
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(b) Zf j: L(F) -+gl(A) is an action of the Lie algebra L(F) on a 
k-algebra A, then the F-module structure on A induced by j as in Lemma 2.13 
is an action of the formal group F on the k-algebra A. Moreover, AL = AF. 
Proof Part (a) follows directly from Lemma 2.13. For part (b) we must 
only know that D = {D, = 0;’ * * * Dz/a!: A --t A: a E N’} with Di = j(e,) is 
an infinite n-higher derivation in A. But this results from the well known 
fact that for a given k-derivation d: A + A, (D, = d”/n!: n E N } is an infinite 
l-higher derivation in A, and besides that for arbitrary infinite l-higher 
derivations D(l),..., DCm) in A the set {Oil = oh:)... Dit), a= 
(a,,..., CI,)E W} is an infinite m-higher derivation in A. The latter can be 
proved easily by induction on m. 
Let V, W be F-modules with the structural maps cp “, cp”, respectively. 
Following the appropriate definitions for linear representations of linear 
algebraic groups we provide now the vector spaces V@ W (0 = @I~), 
S”‘V= mth symmetric power of V, and Hom,( V, W) with F-module struc- 
tures, which will be used in Section 3. It is easy to verify that the maps 
(Py=cor+~=~(PwP~: V@W+V@W, YEN”, make VOW an 
F-module. It implies that the vector space 0” V= V@ *** 0 V(m-times) 
together with qr = C,, + __. +Ym=Y (py, @ ... 0 (P,,~, y E N”, is an F-module. 
Let p: 0” V+ S”V be the natural surjection. Then one simply shows that 
there is a unique F-module structure on S”V such that p is a morphism of 
F-modules. Furthermore, if S(V) = @,“=O S”V and D: S(V) + S( V)[Xg is 
the structural map given in Corollary 2.11, then D is an action of F on the 
symmetric k-algebra S( V). Let now H = Hom,( V, W) and let ‘py: H + H, 
y E N”, be the linear maps defined by q,(h) = C, +8=r cpro h 0 $,‘, where 
h E H and 4” is the composition V +‘py V[Xg +sv V[Xg, for 3 = 3,: 
k[Xlj + k[Xj, see Section 1. 
LEMMA 2.15. (a) The vector space H together with the linear maps 
(Py, YE N”, is an F-module. Zf f: W + W’ is a morphism of F-modules, then 
3 H + Hom,( V, W’), y(h) = f 0 h, h E H, is a morphism of F-modules. 
(b) HF= Hom,(V, W), where HomA V, W) is the set of all 
morphisms of F-modules from V to W. 
Proof To prove (a) we have to show first that cpO = idH and 
for ~1, BE N” and the constants C,,, given by equality (1). cp,, = idH, 
because the power series 3(X,) have zero constant terms. For (4) we know 
481/101/1-12 
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(Paw”(P~=Cy c,,/J,,cpyw~ % BE Iv”. Besides, from the definition of C,,, it 
follows that 
Assume also 
Then an easy calculation yields (4). It remains to prove (5). Since 
1 qlpp.q;x=Y~=pgyv~F(x, Y)Y 
a.8 Y 
(in End,J V)[X, yD) and F(S(X), S(Y)) = S(F( Y, X)) we have 
(6) 
1 cj+$;rY~=~ fpp.q+s(x)Ys(Y)~ 
V.P 
=; (Py”* F(W), S( VP’ = 1 (P,ys(F( y, WY 
V Y 
= c @,yF Y, A-y = c (5,“. Cp,& . Y . YP. 
6 L4v.s 
But this amounts to (5). The second assertion of part (a) of the lemma is a 
consequence of the equalitiesfo @p= @p of, a E N”, which clearly hold for 
any morphism of F-modules f: W + IV’. In order to prove part (b) remark 
that for all y E N” we have 
2 (Pro@gY=idv, if y=O 
a+/T=y (7) 
= 0, otherwise. 
Indeed, (6) and the equality li(X, S(X)) = 0 give Cu(Ca+B=,, cp,‘o +g) Xy = 
& qpP 0 q[Xa. S(X)6 = C, (p,YF(X, S(X)))I = ‘p[ = id V, which is equivalent 
to (7). Having (7) one readily checks that Homd V, W) c HF. For the con- 
verse inclusion, we must know that given h E HF, h 0 (py”= (~~“0 h for all 
y E N”. But this follows by induction on IyI taking into account (7). Thus 
the lemma is proved. 
Let cp: V+ V[XJ be an F-module and let V* = Hom,( V, k). If we look 
at k as a trivial F-module, then according to the above lemma, the vector 
space V* together with the linear maps cp,*: V* + V*, a E N”, cp,*(h) = h 0 cpoI 
for he V*, is an F-module. Below we will consider V* just with this 
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F-module structure. Note that the natural map V + I’**, u + 6, c(h) = h(u), 
is a morphism of F-modules. Below we deal also with the k-algebra 
k[ V] = S( V*) equipped with the action of the formal group F described 
before. The elements of k[ V] will be treated as functions on V. An f~ k[ V] 
is called homogeneous of degree m iffE Sm( I’*). 
3. LINEARLY REDUCTIVE FORMAL GROUPS AND INVARIANTS 
DEFINITION 3.1. A formal group F is called reductive (linearly reduc- 
tive) if for any finite-dimensional F-module I/ and for any u0 E V”, I+, # 0, 
there exists a homogeneous f~k[ V]” of positive degree (YE (I’*)“) such 
that f( u,,) # 0. 
Remark. Definition 3.1 is a repetition of the Springer definition of a 
reductive (linearly reductive) linear algebraic group, see [8]. Also the idea 
of Theorem 3.2 below and its proof come from [8]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let F be an n-dimensional formal group. Then we haue: 
(a) if char(k) = 0, then F is reductive zf and only tf F is linearly reduc- 
tive, 
(b) F is linearly reductive tf and only tf each finite-dimensional 
F-module is semisimple, i.e., it is a direct sum of simple submodules. 
Proof (a) Suppose char(k) = 0 and F is reductive. We have to show 
that F is linearly reductive. Let I/ and u. be as in Definition 3.1. Then by 
the assumption there exists a homogeneous f E k[ V]” of positive degree d, 
such that f (uo) # 0. Let fo, fi ,..., fd be the homogeneous functions from 
k[ V] defined by the equality 
f(uo+ tu)= i t%(u), t E k, u E V. 
i=O 
It is obvious that deg( fi) = i and fi(uo) = (4) f (uo). In particular, 
deg(f,) = 1, i.e., fi E V* and fi(uo) = df(u,) # 0, because char(k) = 0. So, we 
need only to verify that fi E k[ VI4 It will be shown that in fact all fi 
belong to k[V]r. Let D= {D,: k[V] + k[V], tl~ I%“} denote the infinite 
n-higher derivation in k[ V] defining the action of F on the k-algebra k[ V] 
and let Di = Dstij, i = l,..., n. Then D1 ,..., D, are k-derivations in k[ V] and 
k[V]r= {gEk[V]: D,(g)=O, i= l,..., n} in view of Corollary 2.14(a). It 
follows that fi E k[ V]q whenever Dj(fi) = 0 for j = l,..., n. Let ui ,..., u, be a 
base of I/ and let Xi = UT, where u:,..., uz is the dual base of V*. Then we 
may identify k[ V] with the algebra of polynomials k[X,,..., X,] and treat 
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f as a polynomial of variables X1 ,..., X,. Set Yi = t, + tXi, i = l,..., m, where 
c tjvj = 00, tj E k. Making use of the definition of Di and the assumption 
v0 E VF it is easy to see that Cf=‘=, tyi =f( Y1,..., Y,) for t E k, and that 
Dr( yj) = Dr(xj)( yl 3...9 Y,) for all r, j. Hence for any r and t E k we have 
C tior(fi) = Dr 1 tfh = Dr(f( yl 3...7 ym)) 
i (i ) 
= f af/ax,( Y, )...) Y,) . D,( Yj) 
j=l 
since by the assumption fo k[ I’]“. But every field of characteristic 0 is 
infinite, so it results D,(fi) = 0 for i= l,..., d and r = l,..., m. Consequently 
fie k[ VI”, i= l,..., d, and part (a) of the theorem is proved. 
(b) Suppose first that every finite-dimensional F-module is semisim- 
ple and that 0 # vOo VF for some finite-dimensional F-module V. Then 
there is a submodule V’ c V such that I/= kv, @ I”, because kv, is a 
(trivial) submodule of V. Let f: V+ kv, N k be the natural projection. Then 
fEHomdV, k)= (I’*)“, by Lemma 2.15, and f(v,,) = 1. This proves F is 
linearly reductive. Now assume F is linearly reductive and W is a sub- 
module of a finite-dimensional F-module K What we must show is that W 
is a direct summand of V. Let H = Hom,( V/ W, V) and End,( V/W) be the 
F-modules with the structural maps given before Lemma 2.15 and let 
p: V + V/W be the natural surjection. Then, again by Lemma 2.15, d: H + 
End,( V/ W), a(h) =p 0 h, h E H, is a morphism of F-modules. If e = id V,w 
then the k span of e is a trivial submodule of End,J V/W). Choose 
s: V/W + V to be a linear map such that p(s) = p 0 s = e and define H, to be 
the vector space spanned by the set (rpy(,), y E i%“} c H. Then clearly H, is 
a submodule of H containing s and b(H, ) = ke, because for cp=  (p,‘l” we 
have 
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Let pl: H, + ke1: k be the morphism of F-modules induced by p, i.e., 
p,(h) e=d(h) for h E H. Thanks to Lemma 2.15 we know that 
p1 E Hom,(H,, k)r. Moreover, pl#O, as pt(s)e=pos=e#O, and 
Hom,( H, , k) is finite dimensional. So, from the linear reductivity of F we 
infer that there exists a linear function on Hom,(H, , k), i.e., an element 
s1 E H, such that s1 E (H,)r c HF= Homr(V/W, V) and pl(s,) #O. Hence 
Im(s,) is a submodule of V andpos,=$(s,)=p,(s,)e#O. The conclusion 
is that V= Ker(p)@Im(s,) = W@Im(s,), as was to be shown. This com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose F is a linearly reductive formal group and V is 
an F-module such that its every element belongs to a finite-dimensional sub- 
module of V. Then V is a direct sum of simple finite-dimensional submodules 
of v. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If the field k is of characteristic zero, then F + L(F) is 
a one-to-one correspondence (up to isomorphisms) between the set of linearly 
reductive formal groups and the set of finite-dimensional semisimple Lie 
algebras. 
Proof It is known [2, Chap. I, Sect. 6, No. 21 that under our 
assumption a finite-dimensional Lie algebra L is semisimple if and only if 
each finite-dimensional L-module is semisimple. Hence in view of 
Theorems 2.12 and 3.2 a formal group F is linearly reductive if and only if 
L(F) is a semisimple Lie algebra. Furthermore, from [S, Chap. II, 
Theorem l(i)] it follows that for each finite-dimensional Lie algebra L 
there exists a unique (up to an isomorphism) formal group F such that 
L(F) = L. The corollary is proved. 
Remark 3.5. We showed in [9] that in the case when char(k) =p > 0 
the n-dimensional multiplicative formal group F,,, = X+ Y + XY is linearly 
reductive. Notice that in characteristic zero the formal group F,,, is not even 
reductive. This is a consequence of Remark 3.6 below and Theorem 1 in [S, 
Chap. II] which implies that then F,,, is isomorphic to F, = X+ Y. 
Remark 3.6. It is not difficult to prove that if G is a connected linear 
algebraic group and Fo is a formal group attached to G as in Example 2.7, 
then G is reductive (linearly reductive), if Fo is. In particular this yields 
that the formal group F, = X+ Y is not reductive, because F, = Fo= and the 
additive algebraic group G, is not reductive [8, Example 2.3.4(3)]. 
An important theorem concerning reductive linear algebraic groups says 
that given an action of a reductive linear algebraic group G on a 
noetherian k-algebra A, the k-algebra of invariants AG is also noetherian. 
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In what follows we prove a counterpart of this theorem for linearly reduc- 
tive formal groups. 
From now on, F denotes a fixed n-dimensional formal group. 
DEFINITION 3.7. A topological F-module is an F-module (cp,: V+ V) 
provided with a linear topology given by a family of submodules of V such 
that the maps cpol, c1 E N”, are continuous. A morphism of topological 
F-modules is a morphism of F-modules, which is continuous. 
If { Vv,, j,,,,} is an inverse system of topological F-modules, then the 
F-module V= L&{ V,, jI,,t} provided with the topology inherited from the 
product topology in n, V, is obviously a topological F-module. 
DEFINITION 3.8. A profinite F-module is a topological F-module V such 
that the family {V,} of submodules defining its topology satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(1) V/V, is a finite-dimensional F-module for all t, 
(2) the natural morphism of topological F-modules p: V+ L& V/V, 
is an isomorphism. 
Let P(F) denote the full subcategory of the category of topological 
F-modules whose objects are prolinite F-modules. Notice that the category 
P’(F) of all finite-dimensional F-modules equipped with the discrete 
topology is a subcategory of the category P(F). For later use observe also 
that if V is a prolinite F-module and (V,} is the family of submodules 
defining its topology, then the trivial F-module VF together with the linear 
topology given by the family ( VFn V,} is a profinite F-module. Moreover, 
if f: V + W is a morphism in P(F), then f”: VF + WF is. 
Now we define the category of prolinitely graded F-modules which plays 
an essential role in the sequel. By a profinitely graded F-module we mean a 
pair (H, {H,}), where H is an F-module and {H,} is a family of profinite 
F-modules (indexed by an arbitrary set) such that the F-module H is a 
direct sum of the F-modules {H,}. The family (H,} is called a profinite 
grading of H. As usual we write H= @ 4 H, instead of the pair (H, {H,}). 
If H = @ H,, U = @ Uj are profinitely graded F-modules and i,: H, -+ H 
(pj: U+ Uj) denote the natural injections (natural projections), then a 
morphism from H= @ Hq to U = @ Uj is a morphism of F-modules 
f: H + U such that all compositions pi0 f 0 i,: H, + Uj are morphisms of 
prolinite F-modules. The category of prolinitely graded F-modules will be 
denoted by PG(F). Equipping every profinite F-module V with the trivial 
profinite grading { Vi = V} one can view the category P(F) as a sub- 
category of the category PG(F). If H = @ H, is an object in PG(F), then 
(H = @ Hq)F equal by definition to HF = @ Hc is also an object in PG(F), 
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because as we mentioned above VF is a prolinite F-module, if V was. 
Moreover, if f: H + U is a morphism in PG(F), then fF: HF + UF is. 
DEFINITION 3.9. Let V be a subcategory of PG(F) having the following 
property: if f: H + U is a morphism in %, then f” is. We say that on the 
category %? there exists a Reynolds operator R if for each HE ob % a 
morphism R(H): H --t HF in %7 is given such that conditions (1) and (2) 
below hold: 
(1) if H=(H=@,H,) is an object in %? and ye HF, then 
R(H)(Y) = Y, 
(2) iff: H + U is a morphism in %, then the diagram 
R(H) b HF 
i I 
f fF 
U R(U) UF 
is commutative. 
Remark 3.10. It is easy to see that on the category V there exists at 
most one Reynolds operator. 
THEOREM 3.11. On the category PG(F) there exists a unique Reynolds 
operator R, whenever the formal group F is linearly reductive. 
Proof: We shall construct R in three steps using the inclusions P’(F) c 
P(F) c PG( F). 
Step 1. There exists a Reynolds operator R on the category P’(F): By 
Theorem 3.2 every object V of P’(F) is semisimple. In particular, it follows 
that the trivial submodule VFc V is a direct summand of V, i.e., 
V= VF@ I” for some v’ in P’(F). One easily shows that v’ is uniquely 
determined by V and that the natural projections R(V): V + V”, 
VE ob P’(F), define a Reynolds operator on the category P’(F), for details 
see [4, Chap. V]. 
Step 2. The Reynolds operator R on the category P’(F) may be exten- 
ded to a Reynolds operator on the category P(F): 
Let V be an object of P(F). Then there is a family { Vt} of submodules of 
V of finite codimension in V such that we may identify V with the inverse 
limit I.&{ Ft, i,,,,} where P, = V/Vt and for V,, c V,, jt,,,: P,. + rt is the 
natural morphism. Hence VF= &{ rf; if;*}, in view of Corollary 2.11. 
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Furthermore, condition (2) of the definition of a Reynolds operator implies 
that given t’, t with I/,. c V,, the diagram 





R( VI) p,- , VF 
in the category P’(F) is commutative. So, the morphisms (R( P,)} induce a 
morphism of profinite F-modules R(V): V= Lim V, + Lim Vr = V? We 
prove that the morphisms R(V), VE ob P(F), define a Reynolds operator R 
on the category P(F). Evidently condition (1) holds. For condition (2), it 
sufices to show that for a given morphism f: V -+ W in P(F) and for each 
natural surjection ps: W + ms = W/W, ({ Ws} is the family of submodules 
of W defining its topology) the diagram 











commutes. Fix s, choose t such thatf( V,) c W, (fis continuous!), and con- 











\- fF lvF s 
where R’s denote the appropriate Reynolds operator maps, all p’s denote 
the natural surjections, and J is the morphisms induced by f: Since all sub- 
diagrams of this diagram are commutative, except possibly diagram (8), 
the latter is commutative too. Thus we have shown that on the category 
P(F) there exists a Reynolds operator R. 
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Step 3. The Reynolds operator R on P(F) extends to a Reynolds 
operator (we denote it also by R) on the category PG(F): 
Let H = (H= @q H,) be an object in PG(F). Then R(H): H + HF is 
defined to be equal to @q R(H,): H= eqH,+HF= @,Hf. A 
straightforward computation shows that the morphisms R(H), 
HE ob PG(F), determine a Reynolds operator R on the category PG(F). 
The uniqueness of R follows from Remark 3.10. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
From the proof of the above theorem we get the following 
COROLLARY 3.12. If the formal group F is linearly reductive, then there 
exists a unique Reynolds operator on both categories P’(F) and P(F). 
COROLLARY 3.13. If the formal group F is linearly reductive and 
f: H + U is a surjective morphism in PG(F), then f F: HF + UF is also a sur- 
jective morphism in PG(F). 
Proof. Assume f: H + U is a surjective morphism in PG(F) and take 
u E UF. Then u = f (y) for some y E H and setting R = R(H) = R(U) we have 
f(R( y)) = R( f( y)) = R(u) = u, by the definition of a Reynolds operator. As 
R(y) E HF the corollary is proved. 
DEFINITION 3.14. A PG(F)-algebra is a k-algebra A together with an 
action of the formal group F on A and a profinite grading of A as an 
F-module such that for each y E A F the map j? A + A, y(a) = ya for a E A, 
is a morphism in PG(F) (it is easy to see that jj is always a morphism of 
F-modules). 
COROLLARY 3.15. Suppose the formal group F is linearly reductive and R 
is as above the unique Reynolds operator on the category PG(F). Moreover, 
suppose A is a PG(F)-algebra and y E AF. Then for all a E A R( ya) = yR(a), 
where R = R(A). 
Proof. Apply condition (2) of Definition 3.9 to f = y. 
Now we are able to prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.16. If the formal group F is linearly reductive and A is a 
noetherian PG(F)-algebra, then AF is also a noetherian PG(F)-algebra. 
Proof Let A be a noetherian PG(F)-algebra. Then AF is a PG(F)- 
algebra, because f ‘: HF + UF is a morphism in PG(F), if f: H + U was. 
Thus we must only show that each ideal Z in AF is finitely generated. By the 
assumption, there are yI,..., yI E Z such that IA = (y, ,..., yl). We claim that 
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I= (Y, >...> y,) AF. Trivially (y, ,..., y,) AF c I. Let a E Z. Then a = x,i yiai for 
some a, E A, whence in view of Corollary 3.15 
U=R(U)=CR(yiUi)=CyjR(Uj)E(y,,..., +Yr)l@. 
i i 
This means Zc (yi ,..., y, ) AF. Consequently Z= (yi,..., yr) AF and the 
theorem follows. 
From Theorem 3.16 one can derive a few interesting corollaries. Let us 
start with 
COROLLARY 3.17. Zf the formal group F is linearly reductive and A is a 
k-algebra of finite type (a noetheriun k-algebra) with an action of F on A 
such that A us an F-module is a set-theoretical union of finite-dimensional 
submodules, then AF is u k-algebra of finite type (a noetherian k-algebra), 
too. 
Proof: By Corollary 3.3, A as an F-module is a direct sum of finite- 
dimensional submodules {A,}. It follows that A with the grading {A,} is a 
PG(F)-algebra. Making use now of Theorem 3.16 we see that AF is 
noetherian, if A was. Assume then that A is of finite type and choose 
yi,..., y, to be linearly independent generators of the k-algebra A such that 
I/= CT= i kyi is a submodule of A. As has been shown in Section 2, the 
F-module structure on V induces an action of F on the symmetric k-algebra 
S(V) in such a way that S(V) as an F-module is a direct sum of the 
F-modules YV, m = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Hence S(V) with the grading { YV} is a 
PG(F)-algebra, since S”V is finite dimensional for each m. Let f: S(V) + A 
be the morphism of k-algebras induced by the inclusion Vc A. It is not dif- 
ficult to verify that f is a morphism of the underlying profinitely graded 
F-modules. Moreover, f is surjective, by the choice of V. This implies 
f ‘: S(V)‘+ Ar is a surjective morphism of k-algebras, by Corollary 3.13. 
Therefore to prove AF is a k-algebra of finite type it suffices to show that 
S(V)’ is. Thanks to Theorem 3.16 we know that S(V)” is a noetherian ring. 
On the other hand S(V)” = @,“=O(SmV)F is a graded k-algebra 
(deg(S”V)r= m) with (SOV)‘= k. On the basis of [8, Lemma 2.4.51 the 
conclusion is that S(V)” is a k-algebra of finite type, as was to be shown. 
Corollary 3.17 permits one to prove the following well known result. 
COROLLARY 3.18. Suppose the field k is algebraically closed and G is a 
connected n-dimensional linearly reductive linear algebraic group over k. Zf 
char(k) = 0 suppose additionally that G is semi-simple. Then for any action 
of G on a k-algebra A the k-algebra of invariunts A G is of finite type, 
whenever A is. 
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Proof: First we show that the formal group Fo (see Example 2.7) is 
linearly reductive. If char(k) = p > 0, then G is isomorphic to the n-dimen- 
sional multiplicative algebraic group, whence Fo = F,,, is linearly reductive 
by Remark 3.5. If char(k) = 0, then the group G is semisimple, which 
implies the Lie algebra L(G) is semisimple. Since L(G) = L(Fo), it follows 
by Corollary 3.4 that Fo is linearly reductive. Thus in both cases Fo is a 
linearly reductive formal group. Now asume A is a k-algebra of finite type 
on which the group G acts. According to Example 2.7 the action of G on A 
induces an action of the formal group Fo on A such that AC = AFG. 
Furthermore, A as an F,-module is a union of finite-dimensional sub- 
modules, because A as a rational G-module is a union of finite-dimensional 
rational G-submodules. So, the corollary results from Corollary 3.17. 
Given a Lie algebra L, we may define the analog of the category PG(F). 
Replace F-modules by L-modules. The assumption that (Pi: I/+ V are con- 
tinuous must be replaced by the requirement hat j(y): V+ V is continuous 
for each y E L. Denote this analog by PG(L). Similarly, replacing 
k-algebras with an F-action by k-algebras with an L-action one gets the 
notion of a PG(L)-algebra. If L is finite dimensional and char(k) = 0, then 
by [S, Chap. II, Theorem l(i)] there is a formal group F such that 
L(F’) = L. Moreover, if L is semisimple, then F’ is linearly reductive in view 
of Corollary 3.4. Also, applying Theorem 2.12 and Corollary 2.13 it is easily 
seen that each PG(L)-algebra A can be equipped with a PG(F)-algebra 
structure in such a way that AL = A F. Consequently Theorem 3.16 yields 
COROLLARY 3.19. Let char(k) =O, and let L be a finite-dimensional 
semisimple Lie algebra. Then for any PG(L)-algebra A, the ring AL is 
noetherian, tf A is. Furthermore, if A as an L-module is a union of finite- 
dimensional submodules, then AL is a k-algebra of finite type, if A is. 
The last statement of the corollary follows from Corollary 3.1. 
We finish with a result that was a main aim of our considerations in this 
section. 
THEOREM 3.20. Suppose the formal group F is linearly reductive and R is 
a local, complete, noetherian k-algebra on which F acts in such a way that 
(a) the unique maximal ideal m in R is an F-submodule of R, 
(b) the quotient field R/m is a finite extension of k. 
Then RF is a local complete noetherian k-algebra with the unique maximal 
ideal mF = m n RF. 
Proof By induction on j it is easy to verify that for every j= 1,2,..., mi 
is a submodule of R and R/mj is a finite-dimensional vector space. This 
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means R provided with the m-adic topology is a prolinite F-module. Since 
the m-adic topology makes R a topological ring it follows that R (with the 
trivial prolinite grading {R, = R}) is a PG(F)-algebra. Now from 
Theorem 3.16 we infer that RF is a noetherian ring. We know also that RF 
is complete Hausdorff in the topology given by the family of ideals M= 
(minRF; i=O, l,...}. M oreover, one readily checks that mF= m n RF is the 
unique maximal ideal in RF. So, the theorem will follow, if we show that 
the mFadic topology in RF and the topology defined by the family M are 
equivalent. Consider for this purpose the graded R-algebra B = @ p"= o m' 
(m” = R) with the multiplication “+” determined as follows: if a E mi, b E mj, 
then a.b=abEm'+j. As a direct sum of F-modules, B is an F-module. 
Further, for each j, mi= Lh&mj/m"mj), because the finitely generated 
R-module mi is complete Hausdorff in the m-adic topology [ 1, Chap. lo]. 
Moreover, in view of the inclusions mi/msmic Rfm"+j it is clear that 
mjfm"mj are finite-dimensional F-modules. Hence mj are profinite 
F-modules, which implies that B together with the prolinite grading {mj> is 
a PG(F)-algebra. Besides, if y, ,..., y, are generators of the ideal m in R, 
then obviously B = R[ y i,..., yd]. In particular, B is a noetherian algebra. 
Applying again Theorem 3.16 we see that BF= @i",,(m')" is a graded 
noetherian RF-algebra. This in turn implies that BF is an RF-algebra of 
finite type. Let Z, denote the ideal @ias(mi)F in BF, s= 1,2,... . Then 
according to [6, 11.2.1, 6(vi)] for each s there is j such that Zj c (Ii)“. But 
(I,)” is a homogeneous ideal in BF all of whose homogeneous components 
Ti are contained in (mnRF)s=(mF)S. So it follows minRFc Tjc(mF)". 
Since clearly (mF)s cm'n RF for all s, we conclude that the mpadic 
topology in RF and the topology given by the ideals {mjn RF; j> 0} are 
equivalent. The theorem is proved. 
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